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ACT Pre-TEST: 10th Graders

Since there are 10 questions you get 10 minutes. Do your best! Place the CAPITAL LETTER in the box

provided.

2 A 2
MATHEMATICS TEST

60 Minutes—60 Questions

DIRECTIONS: Solve each p'oalenrt, choose the correct
answer, and Inert fill n the co-responding oval on your
answer document.

Do not linger over proDlems tnat take too much time,
Solve as many as you can; tnen retjrn to the others in
tne t me you have eft for th s test.

You a'e pe-mitted 1o use a caScjlato- on this test. You
may use your caculakr fo- any probams yoj cioose.

bjt some of tne o'obems may best be done w thout
jsingacacuator.

Mote: Jn ess otherwise stated, all of the fo:ow ng should
be assumed.

1. Illustrative figu-es are NOT necessarily d-awn to scab,
2, Geometric figjres lie in a plane.
3, The word line indicates a straight line,
4. The word average indicates arithmetic mean

1. A map of Nelson County is laid out in the standard (x, y) coordinate plane below, where the

center of the county is at (0, 0). A cell phone tower is at (5, 4) and Esteban's house is at (10, -2).

Each coordinate unit represents 1 mile. The tower's signal range is 10 miles in all directions.
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How much land area, to the nearest 10 square miles, does the tower's signal range cover?

A. 80 m2

0 h,fe/
D.

E.

100 m2

310m2

400m2

1,260 m2
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2. The tower's signal range directly above a point (a, b) on the ground extends to an altitude, in

miles, given by the function f(x, b) — V59 — a2 + Wa — b2 + 8b. A jet directly above

Esteban's house is within the tower's signal range. What is the maximum altitude, in miles, of
the j'et?

F. VlS

G. Vl9

*•

3. A computer chip 0.32 cm thick is made up of layers of silicon. If the top and bottom layers are

each 0.03 cm thick and the inner layers are each 0.02 cm thick, how many inner layers are

there?

0.32 cm

,02

,Lili-

0"B. 15

C. 16

D. 52

E. 64

4. The length of a rectangle with area 54 square centimeters is 9 centimeters. What is the

perimeter of the rectangle, in centimeters?

0
G. 12

H. 15

J. 24
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\ 5. .This month, Kami sold 70 figurines in 2 sizes. The large figurines sold for $12 each , and the smallA; figurines sold for $8 each. The amount of money he received from the sales of the large

. fjgurines was equal to the amount of money he received from the sales of the small figurines,

many figurines did Kami sell this month?

B,
C.

20

28

35

D. 42

E. 50
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6. For trapezoid ABCD shown below, AB // DC, the measures of the interior angles are distinct,

and the measure of ZD is x°. What is the degree measure of ZA in terms of x?

0 (180-x)°
G. (180-0.5x)°

H. (180 + 0.5x)°

J. (180 + x)°

K. x°

7. Last month, Lucie had total expenditures of $900. The pie chart below breaks down these

expenditures by category. The category in which Lucie's expenditures were greatest is what

percent of her total expenditures, to the nearest 1%?

clothes

insurance
food

ciucriainmcnt

A. 24%

B.1 28%

C. 32%

D. 34%

E. 39%



8. In the figure shown below, the measure of ZBAC is (x + 20)° and the measure of ZBAD is 90°.

What is the measure of ZCAD?

F. (x-70)°
(f>(70-x)°

H. (70 + x)°

J. (160-x)°
K. (160 + x)° 70- y.

9. What is the perimeter, in inches, of the isosceles right triangle shown below, whose hypotenuse

is 8V2 inches long?

A. 8

B. 8+ 8V2

C. 8 + 16V2

10. Which of the following is the graph of the region l<x + y < 2 i n the standard (x, y) coordinate

plane?
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